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Reflection
The place where I would like to have this place would be the bronx. Why? The reason

that I would like to have this in the Bronx is because the crime rate in that borough is greater

than any other borough. They should remember that their actions have consequences. What led

me to make this drawing was because I have seen many people have weapons. Some of my

friends have been hurt and sent to hospitals because of the weapons. What should the people

do? They should try to do other curricula. There should be no kids with weapons. They should

not be able to obtain weapons at a young age. They should be playing sports or going out with

friends. They should not be worried if someone is waiting for them in the corner to get them.

Trying to get the young kids to better the neighborhood. Getting them to do street art. Doing art

then killing other people.Being able to go out and not worry about anything being able to draw.

And for them to have fun.“Gun violence is a persistent public health issue in the US. Each year,

approximately 100,000 American are injured with a firearm, with over 17,000 of these

individuals being children”. What this quote said was that there have been many cases that kids

and young people have been caught with weapons. They should not have weapons at a young

age. They should not even be able to obtain weapons. What motivated me to choose this color?

The reason I chose this color was because these are some of the colors that are used for the



weapons and some of them are used for when one is looked up they get a uniform that is orange.

Blue would signify the officers that lock up the people that have committed a crime. Red

signifying the blood and bright color. I went with colors that would be related to my topic.

My genre is street art. Why I choose this genre is because many people could relate to me and

have seen crimes happen to young kids and other loved ones. Having to live either in that life or

grew up near crime. I am trying to motivate people to try to make people change so that they

should try to better the community. They should not try to resort to getting weapons. Young kids

think that having weapons is a cool thing. They think it's cool till one loses a loved one. Street

art is one way in which people are able to connect. They are able to express how they feel by

making drawings. Being able to show what they can do. Instead of hurting others they are able

to show what they can do to others.


